
An eMMC On-Board Chip Reading Tool  Without Soldering  
 
Comprised of six probing arms with connectors, built on the , the CODED Kit enables forensic examiners to  
acquire data from Mobile Devices + TomTom GPS units with the eMMC/eMCP memory - without soldering.    
After TAP/Contact points identification, the CODED spring tip probes are positioned for connection.    
Excellent for ISP work on devices with eMMC/eMCP memory, as well as JTAG using a combination of the 
CODED pins and soldering, CODED offers an easier way to acquire eMMC/eMCP memory data.  
 

 Extract data from chips without soldering or desoldering 

 Non-destructive 

 No consumables 

 Mount board in the CODED frame 

 Spring-tip probing arms connect to the identified taps on board 

 Connect by USB and image the device 

 
Kit Includes:  

 CODED Frame  

 6 Adjustable arms and spring tip probes 

 USB MMC Reader 

 Adatpers and cables to connect MMC Reader to probes 

 Toolkit  

 iSesamo dismantling tool  

 

TeelTech Part # AP-CODED 
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A Lower Cost eMMC On-Board Chip Reading Tool  Without Soldering  
 
VR-Table enables forensic examiners to acquire data from Mobile Devices, GPS Devices and other electronics 
units. Optimization is based on a fully individually configurable VR-ARMS ended precision probes and additional 
reference voltages for all types of memory. VR-Table can be also freely used in the car diagnostics (car radios, 
controllers) as well as in FBUS communication mode - completely replacing the RJ45/RJ48 cables. 
 

 Equipped with 7 or 10* 300 mm (VR-ARMS) with hydraulic (central) block, ended with precise tips for read/write via ISP 
JTAG/EMMC as also using FBUS. Each of Varms can be freely configured/placed along target motherboard 

 10 mm thick polished guides handles with lock system ensures optimal placement of equipment at the desired location 

 Central VR-ARM allows locate the servicing device (JTAG, EMMC Box) safely without fear of his movement exactly 
over a target - by this you are close to target and avoid communication errors 

 Optional light with a magnifying glass and lens 5D MA-1225CF: AC230V, dustproof cover to protect the lens. 22-watt 
T5 loader. The flexible arm allows any change angle and direct the light where you need it most 

 High quality plastic finished non-slip pads, which absorb vibrations and oscillations 

 Set of 10 embedded on-board channels with gold-plated connectors (L1, L2 .... / R1, R2 ....) connected to the socket 
IDC 10 that can be used in any TTL/FBUS communicatiions 

 2-2 banana type of cables that allows to sniff communication by putting each cable into one., ie: osciloscope 

 Onboard USB connection cable for better cable routing 

 Internal voltage VCC/VCCQ build-in for EMMC/JTAG (3,3V, 2,85V, 1,8V) 

 Maid from high quality of TecaForm AH Black and brushed aluminum 

 
Kit Includes: 

VR-Table main unit 

6 or 9* VRArms 300mm for JTAG/EMMC/FBUS 

6 or 9* probes for putting into VR Arms 

6 or 9* communication cables 

1 VR Holder ARM + VR holder 

2 adapters to the devices 

Suit case where VR can be stored for travel 

Optional: PROSKIT lamp with a magnifying glass 5D* 

 

VR Table with 10 Arms, 

part #: AP-VRTBL-7)  

                  

VR Table with 10 Arms, 

part #: AP-VRTBL-10)  
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